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GOVERNO DO ESTADO DE MINAS GERAIS 

SECRETARIA DA EDUCAÇÃO 
PROGRAMA DE ASSISTENCIA BRASILEIRO-AMERICANA 
AO ENSINO ELEMENTAR DO INSTITUTO DE EDUCACAO ªll-º HORIZONTE —— BRASIL 

MEMORANDUM Nº 124/59 

To : Dr. Anísio Teixeira 

From : 

Subject : Persons not accepted for CAPEN—CPEPEN,SS—59 

The following names are candidates for bolsas whose appli- cations were not approved by PABABE for inclusion in the second semester courses of PA ABE, for the stated reasons. 
These persons and their state Secretary of Education are being informed of these same reasons, and where applicable, invited to reapply for courses to be offered in 1960. 

1. 'Clotilde Guedes de Macedo 
'x 

This applicant, fr5m\Rio Grande do Norte, was the only candidate from her state not accepted for second semester courses offered by PABAEE. 

A She lists her current work on her INEP form as being a "Professora", acting as aªdiretora", and on her PABAEF form as being the "diretora" of a Grupo Escolar. In none of her application data was there any indication that she was involved in the direction of a ”escola anexa",or demonstration school which would make her eligible for the PABAEE courses, nor was her name included on the list of “persons whom her Secretary of Education indicated would return to positions of teacher training in Rio Grande do Norte following these courses. 
This latter lack we considered to be a major lack in her credentials, since PAÉAEE'S major goal is the training of persons currently involved in teacher education, or persons for whom PABAEE can receive guarantees that positions in teacher education will be available upon completion of PABÁEE'S training. 
No such evidence was presented for Professora Clotilde. Shehis being invited to secure additional documentation and apply for a bolsa in 1960. 

2. Loide de Souza Baena , from Parana, whose age (20 years) 
and experience (only two years) were not in her favor.
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Additionally, she currently teaches Geography, History 
and Music in a normal school in Parana, but sought a bolsa in Psycho— 
logy, with a second area of interest in Science. For neither of these preferences did she present adequate documentation to indicate to 
PABAEE that her training would in anyway make her an equal of those 
persons who will be receiving such training in the second semester. 

An additional factor was that she presented no evidence from her superiors that she would be released from her position, that her state would continue to pay her salary, nor that any bolsa was possible for her for this course. 

She is being invited to secure such necessary documen— tation and indicate to PABAEE more of her professional training and probable future, and will be considered for a bolsa in course in 1960. 

3. Jose Maria Pegoraro, of the state of Parana, who 
, apparently misunderstood the intent of the PABAEE courses. Jose is a teacher of Portuguese in secondary 

schools of Parana. His application did,not contain any authorization 
by his Secretary of Education that Jose met the qualifications for the courses, or that his state would assume responsibility for his future nor for his salary in the period of his training. 

He is being informed more specifically of the intent of 
PABAEE's training courses, and invited to re—apply, if he qualifies. 

4. Maria Terezinha Leal Santos, of Rio Grande do Sul, is 
involved in Kindergarten 

teaching at the present time. Her application was for Psychology, with out any evidence of previous training in the area, nor indications of her future in the state of Rio Grande do Sul. 

5. .Margarida Scares Costa, from Minas Gerais, whose age (55 
and the area of her application 

were not in her favor. She was interested in Psychologm and qualifies 
by her documents as a reasonable candidate, but her applicatiºn was 
superceded by four others from Minas Gerais. Since only ten bolsas can 
be offered in Psychology, we believed that other states must receive 
some consideration, as well. 

PABAEE is inviting Margarida to re—apply for courses in 
1960 if she will also provide some indication as to how many years of professional life she plans to have before retirement. 

6. Maria Lucia Camelo Lopes, of Ceara. Her present position is not in teacher education 
areas, nor did she present any documentation from her Secretary of 
Education that she was bringing his recommendation. Indeed, she is not
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currently involved in public education, but in a private school. 

7. Nildes Alencar Lima, of Ceara. The same facts apply to 
her as to the candidate #'6 of thi list. Current position is not in public education, no approval of the 

state Secretary of Education. 

Candidates Maria Lucia Camelo Lopes and Nildes Alencar Lima 
of Ceara are being invited to present official documentation prior to 
the time when they can be actively considered for PABAEE bolsas. 

Several other candidates for Parana presented applications 
with no official approval of their applications. Their documents were 
returned to them inviting them to re—present those documents with 
official approval of their Secretary of Education. Until the date of 
this writing, none of these applications have been returned to PABAEE 
for consideration for bolsas for the second semester courses. In fact 
no additional bolsas are available for these courses, if those approvl 
arrive as expected. 

An accompanying memorandum includes the names, states, area 
of Specialization and source of bolsa for all members approved by 
PABAEE for second semester training, for your information. 

PRS/tp.


